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Trapezoidal Chains and Antichains 
JOHN R. STEMBRIDGE* 
Further common properties of the partially ordered sets R(m, n) = {(~j) E Z2: 1.;; j.;; m, 1.;;j.;; 
n} (a rectangle) and T(m, n) = {(i,j) E Z2: 1.;; i.;; m, i ""i"" m +n- i} (a trapezoid) are established. 
Weights are attached to the antichains of R(m, n) and T(m, n)in such a way that the sum of the 
weights of the antichains in R(m, n) and T(m, n) are the same. A proof is given which exploits 
co~nections among anti chains in T( m, n ), the theory of Schur functions, and self-complementary 
tableaux. A bijection is given between the antichains of R(m, n) and T(m, n) which uses jeu de 
taquin. Similar weights, theorems, and bijections are also given for the multichains of R(m, n) 
and T(m, n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fix positive integers m, n with m ,;;;;; n. Define 
9/l(m, n) = {(i,j) EZ2 : 1,;;;;; i,;;;; m, 1 ,;;;;j,;;;; n} 
5"( m, n) = { ( i, j) E Z2: 1,;;;;; i,;;;;; m, i,;;;;; j,;;;;; m + n - i}, 
and partially order 9/l(m, n) and fr(m, n) via the standard product order on Z2• These 
partial orders have been depicted graphically in Figure 1. We have used a convention in 
which the smallest element appears in the northwest corner, and larger elements appear 
to the sourth and east. Notice that the diagram of 9/l(m, n) is rectangular and that of 
5"(m, n) is trapezoidal. 
I! ! ! I I 
1!'(4,6) :F (4,6) 
FIGURE 1. The case m = 4, n = 6. 
R. Stanley [5] observed that 9/l(n, n) and fr(n, n) have the same number of linear 
extensions and inquired as to what other properties the posets 9/l(m, n) and fr(m, n) have 
in common. R. Proctor [2] and the author independently have shown that for any 
k, 9/l(m, n) and fr(m, n) have the same number of k-element chains. In the language of 
[4], this is to say that 9/l(m, n) and fr(m, n) have the same zeta polynomial. 
Proctor [2] has also shown 
THEOREM 1.1. For any k, 9/l(m, n) and fr(m, n) have the same number of chains of k 
order ideals (ordered by containment). 
In the language of [4 ], this is to say that 9/l ( m, n) and f/( m, n) have the same order 
polynomial. 
*This research was carried out while the author was supported by a Sloan Foundation Doctoral Dissertation 
Fellowship at M.I.T. 
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Since there is a natural bijection between antichains and order ideals in any partially 
ordered set, Proctor's result in the case k = 1 implies that ~(m, n) and ~(m, n) also have 
the same number of antichains. More generally, notice that chains of I order ideals of a 
partially ordered set(!!> are in one-to-one correspondence with antichains in(!!> x [I], where 
[I] denotes the total order { 1 < 2 < · · · < I}. Thus, Proctor's result implies that~ (m, n) x [I] 
and ~(m, n) x [I] have the same number of antichains. Based on this and other evidence, 
Stanley [5] speculated that ~(m, n) x [I] and ~(m, n) x [I] might have the same number 
of k-element antichains for each k; however, this turns out to be false in general. 
Let (!!> be a partially ordered set. Define a weighting scheme on (!!> to be an assignment 
w: (!!>~A of weights to the elements of(!!> in some commutative ring A. In all cases under 
consideration, A will be a polynomial ring over 71.., and the weights assigned will be 
monomials. Extend the assignment of weights to subsets S of (!!> by definining 
w(S) = IT w(p). 
pES 
If k is any nonnegative integer, let Ak((!J>) denote the set of k-element antichains of(!/>, 
and let Cd(!J>) denote the set of k-element multichains of(!!>, (The k-tuple Pt. ... , Pk forms 
a multichain if p 1 ~ • • ·~pd. If (!!> is endowed with a weighting scheme, one may then 
associate with Ad~) and Cd(!J>) their weight-enumerators; namely, 
I w(S) and I w(S). 
SEAd~) SECd~) 
In the following we exhibit weighting schemes for the posets ~(m, n) and ~(m, n) in 
which the weight-enumerators fork-element antichains are the same (Theorem 2.3), and 
similarly, the weight enumerators fork-element multichains are the same (Theorem 2.1). 
Immediate corollaries of these results are the fact that ~(m, n) and ~(m, n) have the 
same number of k-element antichains and the previously known fact that they share the 
same number of k-element chains. The key to the proofs we give is to recognize the close 
connection between chains and antichains in ~(m, n) and self-complementary tableaux. 
Following a suggestion of R. Stanley we also describe (weight-preserving) bijections 
between the antichains of ~(m, n) and ~(m, n) and the multichains of ~(m, n) and 
~(m, n) by applying the jeu de taquin algorithm of Schiitzenberger [3]. 
2. MULTICHAINS AND ANTICHAINS 
For the poset ~(m, n), define a weighting scheme will via 
for all (i,j) E ~(m, n), 
where x1 , ••• , x" are independent indeterminates. It is easy to explicitly evaluate the 
weight enumerators for Ck(~(m, n)) and Ad~(m, n)): A k-element multichain in 
~(m, n) is equivalent to a pair of k-element multichains A and B, where A is a multichain 
in [m] and B is a multichain in [n]. Hence, 
L Wilt (S) = hdxt. ... , Xm)hdxt. ... , Xn), 
SE C.(:ll(m,n)) 
where hk denotes the kth complete homogeneous symmetric function, defined by 
Similarly, a k-element antichain (a~o bk), ... , (ak, b1) in ~(m, n) is equivalent to a pair 
of sets, A= {a~o ... , ad and B = {b~o ... , bk}, in which As; [m] and B s; [n]. Hence, 
L wilt (S) = edxt. ... , Xm)ek(X~o ... , Xn), 
SEA.{ill(m,n)) 
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where ek denotes the kth elementary symmetric function, defined by 
ek(Xt. ... ' Xn) = L X;, . .. X;k' 
l~i1 <···<ik~n 
Now let us define a weighting scheme for the poset g(m, n): 
ifj < n, 
ifj~ n, 
for all (i,j) E g(m, n). A comparison of the weighting schemes w(1'1 and w5" is given in 
Figure 2. 
x•I 
XzX4 XzXs XzX& XzX4xlx2 xi XzX3 XzX4 XzXs 1x.x, x2 x,l x: 
xlx3 XzX3 x: x3x4 X3Xs x3x4 x3xs X3Xs x3x4 X~ 
xlx4 XzX4 x3x4 x! x4xs x4 x5 x.x, xz 4 
FIGURE 2. The weighting schemes w~ and W,q-. 
It is not as easy to evaluate the weight enumerators for g(m, n) as it is for ~(m, n); 
however, 
THEOREM 2.1. We have 
L w5"(S) = L W(1'1 (S) = hdxt. ... , Xm)hdxt. ... , Xn). 
SECd5"(m,n)) SECk((1'1(m,n)) 
An immediate consequence of this is 
CoROLLARY 2.2. (Proctor [2]). For any k, the posets ~(m, n) and g(m, n) have the 
same number of k-element multichains; namely, (m;k)(n~k). 
It is worth mentioning that although our proof of Theorem 2.1 will use the theory of 
symmetric functions, it is possible to prove Corollary 2.2 by entirely elementary methods. 
Similarly, for the antichains in g(m, n), 
THEOREM 2.3. We have 
An immediate consequence of this is 
CoROLLARY 2.4. For any k, the posets ~(m, n) and g(m, n) have the same number of 
k-element antichains; namely, (%')(~). 
This result was also recently proved by M. Haiman. 
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3. ScHUR FuNCTIONs AND SELF-CoMPLEMENTARY TABLEAux 
To prove the theorems of the previous section we will need a brbf review of some 
properties of Schur functions, and some fundamental aspects of self-complementary 
tableaux. The interested reader will find more details about Schur functions in [1]. 
Recall that a partition A is a weakly decreasing sequence of positive integers; e.g., 
A= (A~o A2 , ••• , A1). To each partition A, we associate a diagram DA; namely, 
DA={(i,j)EZ2 : t,;i,;l,t,;j,;A;}. 
The conjugate of a partition A is the partition whose diagram is obtained by exchanging 
the rows and columns of DA; we use the notation A' for the conjugate. 
Notice that a partition diagram is a convex subset (with respect to the product order) 
of the positive quadrant IP'2 which contains the point (1, 1). More generally, we will also 
find it necessary to consider arbitrary convex subsets of the poset IP'2• It is not hard to 
see that such sets are of the form DA - D~-' for suitable partitions A and JJ-. We will refer 
to such sets as skew diagrams, and use the notation A/ JJ- as an abbreviation for DA- Dw 
Let D be a (possibly skew) diagram. A tableau is an assignment T: D-+ IP' of positive 
integers to the diagram such that T(i,j),; T(i,j+l) and T(i,j)< T(i+l,j) (whenever 
defined). If Dis a partition diagram, Tis said to be a normal tableau. Tableaux are rarely 
thought of as abstract mappings, but rather an arrangement of integers in boxes in a 
partially completed matrix; the integer T(i,j) is thus inserted into a box in the (i,j)­
position of such a matrix. An example is given in Figure 3. From this point of view, a 
tableau is characterized by the fact that its columns are strictly increasing (top to bottom) 
and its rows are weakly increasing (left to right). If D is the skew-diagram A/ JJ-, the 
tableau T is said to be of shape A I JJ-; if D is the diagram of the partition A, T is said to 
be of shape A. 
I I 2 I 5 I 
I 2 5 
4 4 
I 2 5 
FIGURE 3. A skew tableau of shape 6432/211 and weight xi x~x~x~. 
Assign weights to tableaux by defining 
where ai is the number of times i occurs in T. 
The Schur function corresponding to the skew diagram A/ JJ- is the weight-enumerator 
for all the tableaux of shape A/ JJ-; namely, the formal power series 
sA/~-' (x~o x2 , ••• ) = L w( T), 
T 
summed over all tableaux of shape A I Jl-· The Schur function corresponding to the diagram 
of the partition A is written sA (x~o x2 , ••• ). Notice that the kth complete homogeneous 
symmetric function hk is the Schur function corresponding to the partition ( k) and the 
kth elementary symmetric function ek is the Schur function corresponding to the partition 
(1 k) (1 repeated k times). 
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A self-complementary tableau of type (a, b, c) is a tableau T of shape (ba) (the diagram 
corresponding to the partition with b repeated a times) such that: 
T( i, j) + T( a+ 1- i, b + 1- j) = c, (1) 
Let SC(a, b, c) denote the set of such tableaux. Note that any tableau T may be regarded 
as a 3-dimensional array of boxes; one merely places a stack of T(i,j) boxes at the (i,j) 
position. From such a point of view, for T to be self-complementary means that if T is 
removed from an ax b x c array of boxes, the remaining tableau (after realignment of 
coordinate axes) coincides with T. 
These tableaux were recently studied by R. Stanley [ 6], who showed in particular that: 
THEOREM 3.1. We have 
L w(T) = stb")(x!Xzc. XzXzc-1• •.• 'XcXc+l). 
TE SC(2a,2b,2c+ I) 
Notice that this implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the self­
complementary tableaux of type (2a, 2b, 2c +1) and pairs of tableaux of shape (ba) which 
use only the integers 1, 2, ... , c. 
In any self-complementary tableau of type (2a, 2b, 2c +1), call the first a rows the upper 
half of T, the last a rows the lower half of T, the first b columns the left half of T, and 
the last b columns the right half of T. Notice that the conditions in (1) imply that Tis 
completely determined by any of its halves. Finally, let T"'-'c denote the tableau formed 
by restricting T to the boxes (i,j) which have been assigned integers not exceeding c. 
Notice that T"'-'c also determines T, and that Theorem 3.1 implies 
L w(T"'-'c) = stb")(x~> •.• , xc). 
TESC(2a,2b,2c+l) 
4. PROOFS 
We are now ready to prove the multichain and antichain theorems of Section 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Consider the self complementary tableaux of type (2, 2k, 2n + 
1). These two-rowed tableaux are built by juxtaposing columns of the form [JJ, where 
1,;;; i <j,;;; 2n. The columns which may appear in the left half of any such tableau are 
characterized by the addition of the constraint j,;;; 2n +1- i. 
If these columns 
are partially ordered in the natural way, i.e., 
[;],;;;[;:]iff j,;;;i',j,;;;j', 
it follows that the self-complementary tableaux of type (2, 2k, 2n + 1) are in one-to-one 
correspondence with k-element multichains in the poset 'li. However, note that the poset 
'1i is isomorphic to :J(n, n) via the map 
[;}-~(i.j-1). 
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Hence, if we define a weighting scheme w1 on g(n, n) via 
it follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
L wi(S) = L w( T) = hi(xiX2n• ... , XnXn+l). 
SECk(:Y(n,n)) TESC(2,2k,2n+l) 
Under the substitution Xn+l ~ 1, · · ·, x 2n ~ 1, we find w1 ~ W;r, which proves Theorem 2.1 
in the case m = n. 
Although we will no longer have the luxury of being able to directly apply Theorem 
3.1, slightly more complicated considerations will allow us to enumerate k-element 
multi chains in the general trapezoid g( m, n): Consider the collection SCm (2, 2k, 2n + 1) 
of self-complementary tableaux of type (2, 2k, 2n +1) in which the integers m +1, m + 
2, ... , n do not occur in the first row. The left halves of such tableaux consist of k-element 
multichains of columns from the partially ordered set 
rim= {[;]}: 1~ i ~ m, i <j~ 2n + 1- i,j~ nor j> 2n- m}. 
Notice that rim is isomorphic to g(m, n) via 
ifj~ n,i] {(i,j-1), (2)[ j ~ (i,j-n+m-1), ifj> 2n-m. 
Hence, under the weighting scheme w2 defined by 
ifj<n, 
if j ;i3 n, 
it follows that 
I w2(S) = I w( T). 
SECd:Y(m,n)) TESCm(2,2k,2n+l) 
Since w2 ~ W;r under the substitution Xn+l ~ 1, ... , x 2n ~ 1, we find 
L W;r(S) = L w(To;;;n). (3) 
SE Cd:Y(m,n)) TE SCm (2,2k,2n+l) 
On the other hand, let T be a tableau in SCm (2, 2k, 2n +1). The tableau T"'" must 
have a shape corresponding to a partition of the form ( k + 1, k -1) for some 1~ k. The 
boxes ofT"'" which use m+ 1, m+2, ... , n may occupy the lastj columns of the second 
row for some j ~ k- 1. The remainder of the tableau is an arbitrary tableau of shape ( k + 1, 
k -1- j) with entries ~ m. In summary, 
L w(To;;;n) = L s(k+l,k-1-j)(xl> Xm)hj(Xm+l> 'Xn).0 0 0' 0 0 0 
TESCm(2,2k,2n+l) j+/o;;;k 
By the Littlewood-Richardson rule [1; I. (9.2)] (or, in this simple case, even Kostka's 
Theorem [1; I. (5.15)] will suffice), we have for fixed j: 
L S(k+l,k-1-j)(xl> ... , Xm) = hkhk-j(xl> ... , Xm).
lo;;;k-j 
Thus, 
L w(To;;;n) = L hkhk-j(xl> 0 'Xm)hj(Xm+l> 0 0' Xn)0 0 0 
TESCm(2,2k,2n+l) j 
The theorem now follows in view of (3). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Now consider the self-complementary tableaux of type 
(2k, 2, 2n +1). These two-column tableaux are constructed by juxtaposing rows of the 
form [ij], where 1~ i ~j ~ 2n. The rows which appear in the upper half of such tableaux 
are characterized by the fact that 1 ~ i ~ j < 2n + 1 - i. 
If these rows d = {[ ij]: 1 ~ i ~ j < 2n + 1 - i} are partially ordered via 
[ij] ~ [j'j'] iff i ~ i' andj"i3 j', 
it follows that [ij] and [i'j'] are unrelated in d if and only if [ij] and [i'j'] can appear 
together in the upper half of a self-complementary tableau of type (4, 2, 2n +1). More 
generally, the upper halves of the self complementary tableaux of type (2k, 2, 2n +1) are 
the k-element antichains of d. But dis isomorphic to the poset ff(n, n) via the correspon­
dence 
[ij]~(i, 2n-j). 
Hence, under the weighting scheme w1 defined above and an application of Theorem 3.1, 
we find 
L W1(S) = L w( T) = e~(X1X2n, .•• , XnXn+t). 
SEAd~(n,n)) TESC(2k,2,2n+l) 
We may then deduce Theorem 2.3 in the case m = n after substituting Xn+t ~ 1, ... , X2n ~ 1. 
Again, careful considerations will allow us to extend this technique to the general 
trapezoid ff(m, n): Consider the collection SCm(2k, 2, 2n +1) of self-complementary 
tableaux of type (2k, 2, 2n +1) in which the integers m +1, m +2, ... , n do not occur in 
the first k rows. The upper halves of such tableaux consist of k-element antichains of 
rows chosen from 
dm = {[ ij]: 1~ i ~ m, i ~ j < 2n + 1- i, j ~ m or j > n}, 
with the partial order induced by d. Notice that dm is isomorphic to ff(m, n) via the 
correspondence 
ifj~ m, (4)ifj> n. 
Hence, by the same technique used in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it follows that 
L w~(S)= L w(T,.n). (5) 
SEAd~(m.n)) TESCm(2k,2,2n+l) 
On the other hand, let T be a tableau in SCm(2k, 2, 2n + 1). The tableau T,.n must 
have a shape which is conjugate to a partition of the form ( k + l, k -l) for some l ~ k. 
The boxes of T,.n which use m + 1, m +2, ... n may occupy the last j rows of the first 
column for some j ~ l. The remainder of the tableau is an arbitrary tableau of shape 
(k +1-j, k- l)' with entries ~ m. In summary, 
L w(T,.n) = L s(k+l-j,k-l)'(Xt, .•• 'Xm)ej(Xm+h ••• 'Xn). 
TESCm(2k,2,2n+l) j""l""k 
Again by the Littlewood-Richardson rule [1; I. (9.2)] (or, the conjugate of Kostka's 
Theorem [1; I. (5.17)]), we have for fixed): 
L S(k+l-j,k-l)'(Xt, ••. 'Xm) = ekek-j(Xt, ••. 'Xm). (6) 
j<£;l~k 
Thus, 
L w(T,.n) = L ekek-j(Xt, ••• 'Xm)ej(Xm+h •.• ' Xn) 
TESCm(2k,2,2n+l) 
The theorem now follows from (5). 
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5. BIJECTIONS 
The proofs we have given have been algebraic in nature; we have not addressed the 
problem of finding natural bijections (which preserve the weighting scheme) between the 
antichains of ~(m, n) and :Y(m, n), and between the multichains of ~(m, n) and :Y(m, n). 
The only steps of the proofs for which one cannot easily fabricate one-to-one correspon­
dences are the ones which invoke the theory of symmetric functions; i.e., the Littlewood­
Richardson rule or Kostka's Theorem. For example, in the case m = n of Theorem 2.1, 
one needs a bijection which 'proves' the identity 
h~(xl> .•• , Xn) = I S(k+l,k-l)(xi> ••. , Xn), (7) 
fo;;k 
and for Theorem 2.3 in the case m = n, one needs a bijection which 'proves' 
ei(x), ... ' Xn) = I S(k+l,k-!)'(xi> ... ' Xn). (8) 
fo;;k 
Following an idea due to R. Stanley, these problems can be solved by using Schiitzenber­
ger's jeu de taquin algorithm. 
The jeu de taquin algorithm is an operation which transforms a skew tableau into a 
normal tableau by a sequence of slides (glissements ). In order to describe a slide, let T 
be a tableau on the skew diagram D. One chooses an unoccupied box b = ( i, j) E 1?2 with 
the property that D u { b} is still convex, and b < b' in the partial order 1?2 for some box 
b' E D. Such a box always exists unless T is a normal tableau. The empty box b slides 
across the tableau T according to the following rule: 
Exchange the box b with either (i,j +1) or (i + 1,j) so that increasing columns and weakly 
increasing rows are preserved. If only one of the boxes ( i, j + 1) or ( i + 1, j) is occupied, 
exchange b with that box. (When exchanging, both the roles and the contents of the 
boxes are switched.) 
The diagrams of Figure 4 indicate generic instances of the rule for exchange. A slide is 
performed by repeatedly applying the rule for exchange until the empty box b has crossed 
the tableau T and a new skew tableau has been created. (The box b has slid across T 
when both (i,j+l) and (i+1,j) are unoccupied.) One appliesjeu de taquin to a skew 
tableau by repeatedly applying slides until the resulting tableau is normal. A simple 
example which requires only one slide is given in Figure 5. 
A more detailed introduction to jeu de taquin can be found in [7]. For our purposes, 
the following properties will suffice: 
FIGURE 4. Generic instances of the rule for exchange. 
b 3 3 
2 2 4 2 b 4 
3 4 3 4lffiiB ~2
FIGURE 5. An illustration of jeu de taquin. 
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THEOREM 5.1 (Schiitzenberger [3; (2.4), (3.2), (3.3); (3.7)]). (a) Jeu de taquin is 
well-defined; i.e., the normal tableau obtained by repeatedly applying slides to a skew tableau 
is independent of the order in which the empty boxes are chosen. (b) The number of skew 
tableaux of shape A/ J.L which are transformed into a particular normal tableau N of shape 
v by jeu de taquin is independent of N. 
An immediate consequence of this and the fact that the Schur functions corresponding 
to partition diagrams are linearly independent [1, I. (3.3)] is the following: 
CoROLLARY 5.2. The number c:v of tableaux described in (b) is the Littlewood­
Richardson coefficient; i.e., they are the unique integers for which 
We are now ready to describe a weight-preserving algorithm which transforms a 
multichain in {!/i(m, n) to a multichain in 5"(m, n): Let (a~> b1) ~ • • • ~ (ak, bk) be a 
multichain in {!li(m, n); thus, 1 ~ a 1 ~ • • • ~ ak ~ ak ~ m and 1~ b1 ~ • • • ~ bk ~ n. 
1. Form a skew tableau T as follows: 
2. Apply jeu de taquin to T, obtaining a normal tableau N, whose shape must necessarily 
be of the form (k+ 1, k -1) for some 1~ k. 
3. Embed N in a self-complementary tableau S of type (2, 2k, 2n + 1); S is uniquely 
determined since N = S"""" 
4. Identify the left half of S as a multichain in Cm, and use the isomorphism (2) to 
identify this as a multichain in 5"(m, n). 
An example is given in Figure 6. 
(3,3) 
(4,5) 
N I : I : I : I 3 I 4 I (I, 2) 
#(4,6) t ( 1,2) 
I I I 3 4 8 10 10 (1,4) 
5 
3 3 5 9 10 12 12 12 (3,6) 
FIGURE 6. A correspondence between multichains of weight xi x~ x4 x5 . 
THEOREM 5.3. The above algorithm gives a weight-preserving bijection between the 
multichains of{!li(m, n) and 5"(m, n). 
PROOF. We first claim that the algorithm is well-defined; one needs to check that the 
left half of S actually forms a multichain in 'lim. In other words, one must verify that the 
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integers m + 1, m +2, ... , n do not occur in the first row of N Certainly the integers 
m + 1, m +2, ... , n do not occur in the first row of T. When jeu de taquin is applied, no 
exchange of boxes will ever allow any integer > m to slide up into the first row, since 
this can only happen if there is another integer at least as large already in the first row. 
To verify that the algorithm is injective, we must check that there is at most one way 
to obtain a particular tableau N by applying jeu de taquin to the various tableaux T 
which appear in step 1. Notice that Tis of shape A/ J.t, where A= (2k, k), J.t = (k). Clearly, 
we have s"1,... = hi. If there was more than one way to obtain N by jeu de taquin, Corollary 
5.2 would imply that one of the Littlewood- Richardson coefficients e~v was larger than 
1. However this is clearly not the case in view of (7). 
It immediately follows that the algorithm must be a bijection since we already know 
by Corollary 2.2 that ~(m, n) and fl(m, n) have the same number of k-element multi­
chains. The fact that this algorithm is weight preserving is easy to see; jeu de taquin 
preserves the weight of any tableau it is applied to, and the remaining steps were verified 
to be weight preserving when we proved Theorem 2.1. 
Now we describe a weight-preserving algorithm for transforming antichains in ~(m, n) 
to antichains in fl(m, n): Let (a~o bd, ... , (ak> b1) be an antichain in ~(m, n); we may 
assume 1 ,;; a 1 < · · · < ak,;; m and 1,;; b1 < · · · < bk,;; n. 
1. Form a skew tableau T as follows: 
2. Apply jeu de taquin to T, obtaining a normal tableau N, whose shape must necessarily 
be of the form (k+ I, k -I)' for some I,;; k. 
3. Embed N in a self-complementary tableau S of type (2k, 2, 2n + 1); S is uniquely 
determined since N = S"'". 
4. Identify the upper half of S as an antichain in dm, and use the isomorphism (4) to 
identify this as an antichain in fl(m, n). 
An example is given in Figure 7. 
THEOREM 5.4. The above algorithm gives a weight-preserving bijection between the anti­
chains of~(m, n) and fl(m, n). 
PROOF. Again, we claim that the algorithm is well-defined; this time, one must verify 
that the integers m + 1, m +2, ... , n do not occur in the first k rows of N. Suppose that 
there are j integers (necessarily in the first column) which exceed m in T. Let T' denote 
the tableau obtained by deleting these j integers from T. Observe that if one applies jeu 
de taquin to T' and restores the j integers to the bottom of the first column, one obtains 
the same result as if one had applied jeu de taquin to T. Also notice that the Schur 
function corresponding to the diagram ofT' is ekek-j; by (6) and Corollary 5.2, it follows 
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that the normal tableau produced by applying jeu de taquin to T' has at least k rows. 
Hence, when the j integers > m are restored to the first column, they will all occur below 
the first k rows, as desired. 
As in the multichain case, to verify that the algorithm is injective, we must check that 
there is at most one way to obtain a particular tableau N by applying jeu de taquin to 
the various tableaux T which appear in step 1. Notice that the Schur function correspond­
ing to the diagram of T is ek. By Corollary 5.2, we see that if there was more than one 
way: to obtain N by jeu de taquin, then one of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients in 
the decomposition of ek would be larger than 1. This is clearly contradicted by (8). The 
fact that this algorithm is a weight-preserving bijection now follows by the same reasoning 
we used in proving Theorem 5.3. 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
As we mentioned in the introduction, ~(m, n) x [I] anq ff(m, n) x [I] need not have 
the same number of k-element antichains. If this were true, as Stanley speculated in [5], 
this would have generalized both Corollary 2.4, which is the case I= 1, and Theorem 1.1. 
It is not difficult to show that ~(m, n) x [I] and ff(m, n) x [I] do have the same number 
of k-element anti chains if k ~ 3 or m ~ 2. However, there are counterexamples with k =4, 
I= 2, and m = 3: the number of 4-element antichains is 23 in ~(3, 3) x [2] and 22 in 
f1(3, 3) x [2]. An even simpler counterexample is provided by the fact that the number 
of 5-element antichains is 2 in ~(3, 3) x [2] and 3 in f1(3, 3) x [2]. 
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